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poverty, poor health care and poor mental health

Dr. Nagy: Hi Jen

have been truly amazing. Last year we made Mountain
View Hospital one of the few centers in the country to have

Jen: You were the first physician in the state to bring

placed a multidirectional deep brain stimulator to treat

transcranial magnetic stimulation technology to the

OCD into the nucleus acumbens. Our understanding of the

public of Nevada, and recently were the first to place a

functional networks in the brain, combined with advances

multidirectional deep brain stimulator for the treatment

in neuronavigation and targeting software has allowed

of obsessive compulsive disorder. You also were the first

progress like that to happen.

physician in Nevada outside of the military to perform TMS
for patients with depression. It seems as though you have

Jen: How did you decide to get involved in the treatment

kept Nevada on the cutting edge of neuroscience. Can

of disorders normally thought of as within the realm of

you tell us what is on the horizon?

psychiatry?

Dr. Nagy:

We were impressed with the results that our

Dr. Nagy: A few years ago I was on the board of a Federally

first generation transcranial magnetic stimulator was able

Qualified Health Center that received a large grant to

to achieve. All of the patients we treated for depression

provide healthcare for underserved communities. In that

improved. We recently purchased the latest technology

capacity I became aware of the link between poverty,

in TMS which allows us to treat patients with depression

poor health care and poor mental health. I decided that

faster and with less pain than any machine made today.

maybe there was something I could do to help.

With this technology, we are also able to treat several other
functional brain disorders including obsessive compulsive

Jen: I understand that you didn’t just become active at

disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, tinnitus and some

UMC; they made you Chief of Neurosurgery. What has that

pain disorders.

been like?

Jen: You mentioned obsessive compulsive disorder. I

Dr. Nagy: UMC maintains a strong commitment to promoting

understand you are able to treat OCD now with surgery. Is

high-quality care, with a focus on constant improvement.

that really possible?

The neurosurgery team at UMC embraces this philosophy,
working tirelessly to provide successful outcomes while

Dr. Nagy: The progresses of research in the neurosciences

maintaining rigorous patient safety standards. The work we

are doing now will play a key role in our continued efforts to elevate the level
of care available in southern Nevada.
Jen: I understand that you don’t just oversee quality issues for the department
of Neurosurgery at UMC, you also help oversee quality issues for the entire
state as a member of the Board of Medical Examiners. Can you describe that
experience?
Dr. Nagy: The decisions that we make at the Board of Medical Examiners
will affect a lot of people and making sure that we get things exactly right is
extremely important. I feel honored to work beside so many people work so
hard at the board to make sure that all sides of each case are heard and all
of the evidence is weighed objectively. I am very grateful for all of the wisdom
that the members who have come before me have shared.
Jen: If you could do solve one problem today in healthcare what would it be?
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Dr. Nagy: I would have to say the easiest and fastest way to improve the
quality of care in Nevada would be to improve access to medical records.
Now that all records are kept digitally, it would be good to see all legislators
enact laws that reduce the barriers to health data exchange. This would be
particularly useful in emergency settings.
Jen: Thank you for taking the time to answer these questions, and a warm
congratulations for being selected as one of Las Vegas’ Greatest Medical
Minds in Health Care.
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